




P D Hancock’s  Craig  Castle  by Malcolm MacLeod 
[Photographs by Malcolm MacLeod unless otherwise credited] 
 

 
Craig Castle as built and installed on the layout circa 1957.  Photo P D Hancock, E&LMRC Collection 

The ruin of Craig Castle was built by P D Hancock [PD] and installed on Craigshill in Craig, Craigshire to the rear of Peter 
Allan’s works in 1957 shortly after the standard gauge had arrived at Craig and the trams had been extended to run to 
Craigshill as seen in the early unpublished photograph [above] taken circa 1957/8.    When it first appeared the castle 
was set in parkland which I think works better than its later self hemmed in by Peter Allan’s Works, the boatyard and 
Craig itself as seen in the 1979 photograph [below] but that, is merely my opinion.   
 

 
Craig Castle in 1979 with Peter Allan’s works, the boatyard and Craig crowded around its base.                                                                               

Photo P D Hancock, E&LMRC Collection 



The castle is based on Fa’side Castle in 
East Lothian before it was restored in 
the latter half of the 20th century.  [see 
photograph left]   According to PD he 
could see the castle in the distance 
from his bedroom window in Dalkeith 
Road, Edinburgh.    
 
The story of how Craig Castle ‘was 
saved for the nation’ has been told 
before but for those who have been 
asleep at the back of the class…….    In 
March 2012 a quantity of books that 
had previously belonged to PD were 
donated to his old club, the Edinburgh 
and Lothians MRC [E&LMRC] by his 
friend Lee Marsh.  Whilst browsing 
through this collection the then club 

chairman, Fred Richards, came upon a photograph of Craig Castle in the 1990 Railway Modeller’s ‘Famous Layouts 
Special No.2’ and realised he had seen it in the home of a recently deceased friend and, what was more, it was due to 
be sold.  I decided that, if at all possible, I would purchase what I then thought was probably the only remaining part 
of the 4mm Craigshire and the Craig and Mertonford Railway [CMR] and in May 2012 I acquired from the Executors 
not just Craig Castle, which apparently had been earmarked for sale to some war gamers, but also one of the lead 
models used to depict Lord Craig, the Craig Storage Co. warehouse, three buildings from Harbour Street Craig, seven 
OO gauge locomotives and a few wagons.  So the E&LMRC P D Hancock Collection was born. 

With the exception of some missing trees, warped castle walls and other more minor damage the castle was in its 
1979 condition when acquired by myself in 2012.  The repair work undertaken to the castle, as with Dundreich, has 
been the minimum necessary to repair the ravages of time and ‘restore’ the castle to its appearance as in the 1979 
photo.   

 

The left hand photo is the castle prior to repairs being undertaken and the photo, right, is drone shot looking down on the castle keep showing 
the extent of the warping in the castle walls 

There is no access to the underside of the castle and Craig Hill.   The hill appears to have a wooden frame and is for 
the most part overlain with dyed lint or felt and a bit of scatter material.  The castle keep is built using different 
thicknesses of card, part overlaid with coloured stone paper whilst elsewhere one wall has been overlaid with a paste 
of some sort and the stonework scored onto it and then colour washed.  It appears to have darkened in colour between 



1957 and 1979 however it is not clear whether this is just a natural change over the years, whether PD weathered the 
castle in the intervening period or is just due to different lighting conditions when the photographs were taken! 

Not all of the castle is constructed in card. There has been some use of plastic from three rather different sources.   
Within the castle on two sides of the courtyard are some castellated walls built out of an Airfix Roman Fort.   

 

Evidence of the Airfix Roman Fort. The green and white spire previously sat on top the grey circle that can be seen bottom left – see text below. 

There was a rather prominent spire attached to the top the gatehouse however this had gone missing and could not 
be found amongst the 4mm artefacts.  However, somewhat later, a green and white spire was noted amongst several 
small scenic items recovered from the 0-16.5 Craigshire.   Here it had been repainted from its Craig Castle slate and 
stone colour into green and white and used as a lighthouse or small observation tower on the end of a short pier.   
Because of this change in colour it was not immediately recognised as the missing spire from the castle and a search 
for a replacement began.  Thanks to Linny Linehan the spire was recognised as part of an American plastic church 
model, the Colonial Church from the Plasticville range to be precise.   A search on e-bay uncovered a damaged church 
but with an intact spire and it was acquired and shipped over from the USA.  Eventually it was realised this had been 
a waste of time and money [club funds were not used] as it was found that the damage on the base of the green and 
white spire matched the damage on top the gatehouse and the green and white spire was in fact the original!! 

 

 
On the left the spire in position in 1979 and on the right the spire on the O-16.5 Craig and Mertonford circa 2010.  

Both photos cropped from photos in the E&LMRC P D Hancock Collection 



PD also made use of another church model.  He owned an OO Gauge Tri-ang 
Model Land / Real Estate Church. This came with clockwork chimes as RML17 
or without them as RML58.   He must have purchased an RML17 as Craig Parish 
Church is reputed to have been fitted with the chimes from such a kit.   Also 
stone buttresses from the church kit were used on the long retaining wall which 
supported Harbour Street and provided a backdrop to Craig harbour.   In 
relation to Craig Castle, as can be seen in the crop from the 1979 photograph, 
a window and a few other parts were used to form a small watch tower or 
gazeebo.    This has not been found so a second hand RML58 model was 
acquired to provide the necessary parts [and a missing buttress for the harbour 
retaining wall] but, to date is still on the ‘to do’ list. 

 

 

The missing gazeebo / watch tower.  The adjacent fencing survives. Crop of photograph by P D Hancock in the E&LMRC PDH Collection 

There was nothing of any difficulty involved in repairing the castle.   Following the removal of as much dirt and dust as 
possible numerous small repairs were undertaken which included re-planting trees, glueing down the tourists, re-
attaching roofs to buildings though the roof of the three storey section of the museum or barracks building is missing 

and cannot be found so it has been left roofless in the 
meantime.  The missing section of green fencing on 
the roof of this building also cannot be found and has 
not been replaced.   The spire was repainted and re-
attached to the roof of the gatehouse.   The castle keep 
has undergone strengthening of the wall joints to 
prevent it virtually falling apart.   In brief four corners 
were glued and strengthened with short lengths of 
square section timber glued into the corner and 
painted to blend in with the interior.    The tallest 
gable, that at the Peter Allan’s end of the castle, in 
addition to having two corners strengthened also has 
a section of painted brass square tube glued to the 
inside of the wall to restore it to the vertical.   The 
photo left and the photos that follow are hopefully self 
explanatory.  



 

 
 
Standing on the ramparts overlooking Peter Allan’s works was an artillery piece however it has never been found and 
below this gun emplacement a section of the stone boundary wall between the castle grounds and Peter Allan’s works 
is also missing.  One item which remarkably has survived is the paper kite attached to a length of wire.   This kite is as 
old as the castle and whilst originally white it has aged to a cream colour. It can be seen in both the 1957 and 1979 
photos though you may need to use a magnifying glass.  It is rather fragile but it and the Scottish Saltire still fly 
majestically over the castle. 
 
Those of you familiar with PD’s work may recall an article on page 284 of the December 1954 Railway Modeller in 
which PD described the installation of a model railway in the garden of Peter Allan’s works manager.  It was entitled 



‘Quintublo’ and was a small German made clockwork toy PD picked up one Christmas for 5/6d.  He reckoned its scale 
was approx. one half millimetre to the foot hence Quintublo.  It consists of a clockwork motor mounted inside an 
enclosed box. The clockwork motor drives a pulley wheel and this in turn drives another pulley wheel via a long elastic 
band.  Tags on this band engage with pins projecting down from the locomotive and its two coaches and the track on 
which the train runs consists of a continuous slot matching up with the elastic band underneath.   We have the key, 
the clockwork motor still works however the elastic band must have perished over the years and the train is non-
operational unless finger power is used. 

 

Quintublo, the model railway.   The clockwork mechanism still works [key hidden behind fence and shrub] however the connection           
between the mechanism and the train is broken so the train does not move.    Keyhole is below the column with the lamp on top. 



Before and after photographs: - 

 

 



 

The tourists can now undertake guided tour of the castle without fear of being struck by falling masonry. 

The castle will shortly be moved from my house to re-join the E&LMRC P D Hancock Collection now stored, or rather 
displayed, at Andrew Stone’s home.  The 6th of July 2024 will be the 75th Anniversary of the founding of the Craig and 
Mertonford Light Railway and, with 2024 being a leap year, it will be necessary, in order to comply with the terms of 
the C&MLR Charter, for Lord Craig to ensure a train is run on the 28th of February.   

   

 

 

 

 




